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of preaching everywhere, and among no people is it more
important than in speaking to the Hindus. They are
very fond of figures, of illustrative instances, and when
these are happily applied they produce a marked effect
In the character of the gods and goddesses, and in
Hindu notions and practices, there is much which is open
to attack, • and some avail themselves largely of this
opening to assail the cherished belief of the people; but
as a rule it is far better to assert and enforce truth than
to confute error, though truth does at times require error
*o be directly exposed. The native brethren are much
more inclined to aggressive speech than the missionaries.
They know their own countrymen well; they are familiar
with their modes of thinking and of acting, they are well
acquainted with the doings attributed to their gods, and
they are ready to attack them with unsparing severity. On
one occasion a catechist, more zealous than wise, began
his address with the words, " Your religion is altogether
false," which so provoked his hearers that they did not
hear another word, and went away in indignation.
Afterwards I sharply reproved him for his indiscretion, as
I had at times to do to him r~d others.
Occasionally a missionary is quietly heard, and if
heard attentively as well as quietly he is gratified with the
reception he gets, and hopes that good is being done.
It is seldom, however, in a city like Benares that a
preacher is allowed to go on long without interruption.
If a considerable number assemble we are almost ^ure
to find, before we conclude, some among them ready
to speak, and the object of those who thus come for-
ward becomes speedily apparent Some are eager to
interrupt the preacher. He has scarcely announced his
subject, and has had no opportunity of explaining and
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